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Abstract

The unprecedented increase in recent years of cartel-related violence has presented growing challenges both to Mexico’s socio-political stability and to the United States’ (US) National interests. Current efforts to address Mexican cartels treat these organizations as only drug-trafficking networks and focus on law enforcement measures to interdict their operations. In this paper, we approach the cartel problem from a systems thinking perspective and present a holistic assessment of these complex criminal networks operating in multiple domains. By highlighting the dynamic relationships and complex feedbacks between critical variables involved in different domains of cartel operations, we identify the inherently systemic causal factors contributing to the problem situation. We argue that the efforts that rely purely on law enforcement measures will fail to produce lasting change unless they are coupled with high leverage strategies that address the root causes of illicit activities in Mexico.

Introduction

Beginning in December 2006 with the Mexican government’s crackdown operations, Mexican cartels have escalated in violence as they fight government forces and each other for survival. Many sources report members or supporters of these criminal organizations have infiltrated major areas of public service (particularly the Mexican police force) and allegedly have established links with significant Mexican political and business entities (GAO 2007). With the growing power of cartels, Mexico has emerged as “a major drug producing and transit country” (Cook 2007, 2). Furthermore, over the last decade, Mexican cartels “are… branching out into other businesses within Mexico and on the US-Mexico border…developing into illicit multinational conglomerates” (O’Neil 2010). In addition to trading narcotics, Mexican cartels are now involved in trafficking illegal immigrants into the US, and smuggling drug profits and weapons out of the US into Mexico. Cartels are also increasingly involved in activities such as kidnapping and extortion (Finklea et al 2011). A GAO (2010) report estimates between $18 billion and $39 billion in drug sales is smuggled into Mexico each year. This contraband revenue in turn facilitates the acquiring of weapons and other means necessary to sustain narcotic trade.¹

¹ Many of the weapons used in cartel violence are illicitly trafficked from the United States across the Southwest border (GAO 2009a).
Mexican cartels have led to some alarming trends in various areas. The U.S. Joint Forces Command’s Joint Operating Environment (USJFC 2008) report cited Mexico, next to Pakistan, as being in danger of rapid and sudden collapse. Accordingly, “Mexican government, its politicians, police and judicial infrastructure are all under sustained assault and pressure by criminal gangs and drug cartels (36).” According to the National Drug Threat Assessment (2010) by the National Drug Intelligence Center (NDIC), Mexican cartels “represent the single greatest drug trafficking threat to the United States” (NDIC 2010) and “maintain drug distribution networks or supply drugs to distributors in at least 230 U.S. cities” (NDIC 2009). In addition to the increase in Mexican cartel-related crimes and arrests in the US, sources report an increase in attacks on US border patrol agents by drug traffickers (NDIC 2010). Additionally, officials at Customs and Border Protection point to growing attempts by Mexican cartels to infiltrate into their ranks through designated job applicants (Archibold 2009). Human smuggling rings on the US-Mexico border coordinate their activities with local cartels and use their safe routes into the US to enable illegal immigration (HCHS 2006, 4). Most alarmingly, officials worry that Mexican cartels will help individuals with ties to terrorist groups enter the US through the Southwest border (NDIC 2008; GAO 2010). Finally, the physical and financial well-being of border communities is threatened by concerns of spillover of violence into the US.

It is clear that current developments regarding cartels pose a significant challenge to the stability of Mexico and to the national security interests of the US. This is, however, not a simple problem. Its complexity and the high stakes involved require a holistic and high leverage response strategy. In this paper, we approach the cartel problem as a system and identify the root causes of the current crisis along with possible ways of intervention for a sustainable solution. In light of our analysis, we also evaluate current response efforts’ potential in bringing about long-term improvement to the problem situation.

Methodology

Approach. Leveraging systems thinking principles, concepts and tools, this study views Mexico’s cartel problem as a complex system that cannot be completely understood or resolved by addressing its parts in isolation. We use systems thinking tools such as causal loop diagrams to define the cartel problem as a system and uncover underlying structures that facilitate and sustain cartel operations in multiple domains. In addition, we also leverage the systems thinking framework known as the Conceptagon (Boardman and Saucer 2008). Using the Conceptagon we gain a deep appreciation of critical systemic attributes of this problem space such as wholes, parts, relationships, processes, and transformations. Combined, this systemic approach informs not only our evaluation of the problem space, but also our efforts to identify possible intervention points and policy recommendations to improve the problem situation.

Data Collection. Data for this study were collected from open source literature and information sources such as academic studies, newspapers, government reports, and expert/decision-maker testimonies given to the US Congress.
**Systemic Assessment of the Cartel Problem**

**Overview of Systemic Attributes.** To gain a comprehensive and robust understanding of the cartel problem, we applied the Conceptagon framework to the problem space. This application ensures that we explore all significant attributes of the cartel problem as a system and provides a sound basis for our subsequent systemic inquiry. Broadly speaking, it is appropriate to consider the problem space as consisting of two related domains: cartel-related networks and anti-cartel alliance. Cartel-related networks encompass drug, human, illicit revenue and gun smuggling groups, their supporters as well as drug producers and consumers. Anti-cartel alliance, on the other hand, includes various US and Mexican government agencies that are involved in countering Mexican cartel operations. The cartel problem space as a whole consists of different domains of illicit activities (such as cultivation and trade of illegal drugs, trafficking of immigrants and weapons, transportation of illicit profits into Mexico etc.) all of which combined leads to the broader cartel operations and their growing power/influence in Mexico.

Due to space constraints, we provide only selected highlights of the Conceptagon application here. As an example, the assessment of inputs/transformations/outputs triplet of the Conceptagon in the context of cartels reveals two types of transformations: while an immediately visible transformation is the cartels’ ability to turn contraband (to include illegal drugs and immigrants) transportation into profits, a more long-term transformation is concerned with the changing nature of the Mexican society and political life as a result of cartels’ growing power within Mexican society. Serving as powerful centers of corruption capable of challenging legitimate government authorities and laws, cartels contribute to decaying democratic institutions and a grim prospect for Mexico’s future.

**Dynamic System Behavior.** Up to this point, we laid out a descriptive overview of the cartel problem. In this section, we will present a dynamic assessment of the problem space as we begin exploring the nonlinear and complex feedbacks between critical variables involved in the operation of cartel phenomenon. The detailed examination through the Conceptagon framework of boundaries, relationships, functions, processes, and other systemic elements of the cartel problem informed our efforts to develop a causal loop diagram (CLD). Presented here only in some of its component pieces, this CLD establishes the causal relationships between the domains of cartel operations and the underlying structures in Mexican society that reinforce this system. This exercise enables a holistic view of the problem and, in turn, facilitates more effective identification of high-leverage intervention points to alleviate the problem situation.

Figure 1 displays the core cartel domain which is characterized by the diverse nature of cartel activities. These activities feed into each other, reinforcing the strength and power of the cartels as they grow into complex enterprises of organized crime.

---

2 For further explanation and a tutorial on the Conceptagon see (McGee and Edson 2010).
3 A full version of this application is available upon request.
4 A more detailed and exhaustive review of this CLD is available upon request.
Figure 2 illustrates the link between socio-economic deficiencies and illicit activities. The trends of immigration tie into this complex problem through human smuggling activities. While poor socio-economic conditions in Mexico are a key factor driving high Mexican immigration rates into the US, cartels have become increasingly involved in human smuggling across the Southwest border as they look for new profits.

In addition to economic underdevelopment and a dysfunctional public education system, corruption serves as the third systemic ill contributing to cartel activity (Figure 3). With their extensive wealth, cartels are known to bribe government personnel, public officials, and military officers (GAO 2007, 8-9). Systemic corruption allows contraband to easily cross borders with the help of sympathizers and agents in customs and border agencies, government offices (GAO 2009a), and possibly the military. Similarly, corruption among police forces, prosecutors, judicial personnel, and safety officials in penitentiary system allow Mexican cartels to operate with impunity. Failure to arrest, prosecute, and penalize criminals creates a low risk environment for criminal activity.

Figure 4, the complete CLD, displays the daunting complexity of the cartel problem as we further step back to see the broader trends and issues involved with critical dynamics involved in cartel activities. This CLD shows that some of the significant drivers of the problem are systemic in nature. The influence that the cartels have gained over many aspects of the
Mexican public life is a result of the complex interplay of various systemic factors that contribute to, facilitate and tolerate organized crime activities in Mexico. While individually they are important, it is the feedback between them and their overall impact on Mexican domestic environment and individual perceptions that provide the incentives, motivations, and favorable cost/benefit evaluations for cartel operations. These systemic enablers - an education system that exacerbates economic underdevelopment; widespread corruption in critical public sectors such as police force, judicial system, prisons and customs - create an environment where illicit activities emerge as viable alternatives. These root issues generate a context that lacks credible deterrence from crime and that facilitates criminal organizations to operate with impunity. As a result, Mexico “cannot fully rely on the very institutions — the police, customs, the courts, the prisons, even the relatively clean army — most needed to carry [anti-cartel war] out (Lacey 2009).”

**Evaluation of the Merida Initiative**

Different US government agencies and local/state/federal law enforcement units have been working together at an unprecedented level with their counterparts in Mexico to tackle this mutual problem. The leading effort in this field is the *Mérida Initiative*, a 2008 security cooperation agreement the United States entered into with Mexico and other Central American governments. This 3-year program promises an overall aid of $1.4 billion to confront issues (e.g., under equipped forces, federal/state/law enforcement agency corruption, human rights abuses, and drug cartel impunity) which affect Mexican and US efforts to ensure public safety and security. However, the majority of the funded provisions (i.e., helicopters, surveillance aircraft, inspection and communications equipment etc.) are designed for interdiction and rapid response rather than promoting systemic economic and institutional reforms.

Table 1 (Seelke 2010) shows that funding in the Merida initiative is overwhelmingly directed towards Foreign Military Financing (FMF) and International Narcotics Control and Law Enforcement (INCLE). Economic Support Fund (ESF) which, according to
Figure 4: Complete Causal Loop Diagram of Mexico’s Cartel Problem
Table 1: FY2008-FY2010 Mérida Funding for Mexico by Aid Account ($ in millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESF</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCLE</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 2: Strategic Objectives and Deliverables of ESF programs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategic Objective</th>
<th>Deliverables Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve the capacity of justice systems in the region</td>
<td>Forensic lab equipment delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14 drug test kits delivered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range of police equipment procured, estimated delivery between now and February 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
<td>Various types of training provided to law enforcement and correctional officials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Example: 1,300 Mexican Secretariat of Public Security (SSP) investigators trained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judicial reform</td>
<td>Various types of judicial exchanges, training, and technical assistance conducted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Example: technical assistance provided to the Mexican Office of the Attorney General in the design and implementation of a modern and efficient case management and court administration system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human rights</td>
<td>United Nations human rights project, inaugurated July 2009</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State Department sources, “will be used to promote rule of law and human rights by supporting Mexico’s justice sector reforms and respect for human rights” (GAO 2009b), has received a negligible fraction of funds compared to the others.

Similarly, Table 2 (source: GAO Report 2009b) lists the deliverables proposed by the State Department for “Judicial Reform” under the ESF program. The table shows that even this program seems to focus mainly on training and equipment. Judicial reform is elaborated as “technical assistance provided” for case management and system administration, and Human Rights is not expanded upon.5

**An Effective and Long Term Response to Cartel Problem**

**High versus Low Leverage Interventions.** As assessed above, the funding and the majority of the provisions for the Merida initiative, the leading response framework, are designed primarily to support Mexico’s response capability, and to control increasing cartel violence. As such, they rely heavily on law enforcement measures designed to interdict cartel operations, halt cartel-related violence, and seize drugs and other contraband by addressing equipment and training deficiencies.

Figure 5 depicts a notional diagram of the chain of events in Mexico leading to the current cartel problem, placed on a continuum of state viability. As systemic failures prepare the ground for thriving cartel operations, Mexico moves further away from being a healthy functional state and approaching closer to the prospect of a failed state. Current circumstances indicate that Mexican public life has been infected by the cartels’ illicit activities and their code of conduct to a great extent, which has endangered public safety and the future of rule of law in that country.

5 Other reviewers of the Merida initiative appear to agree that it focuses less on the systemic failures that provide the environment for cartel activity, and more on law enforcement assistance in the form of interdiction and rapid response. A recent GAO Report has concluded that the Merida funding requests and status focus almost exclusively on equipment and response training (GAO 2009b). Similarly, the Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) assessed that “[the initiative] does not offer sufficient support for long term police and justice reform in Mexico and lacks built-in accountability measures” (WOLA, 2008).
Given the exceptional current levels of violence in Mexico, the concerns over public safety and the desire for quick fix solutions is understandable. As such, quelling this violence, interdicting the flow of drugs/cash, gun smuggling operations and diminishing cartels’ control over certain hub areas in the country are appropriate immediate response actions and integral tactics of an overall response effort; however, these tactics are low leverage interventions and should not be emphasized over a holistic, long-term strategy for a sustainable solution. Low leverage interventions prioritize nonsystemic fixes and require significant amounts of resources for minimal results. Such quick fix solutions are known to engender, in the long run, a need to apply more and more of the same solution with no clear improvement in the problem situation.

In light of the dynamic systems analysis presented earlier, for long lasting change, high leverage interventions are needed in the form of reforms addressing the underlying causes/systemic ills identified. Addressing one or two elements involved in the problem situation in isolation without addressing the “big-picture” issues deriving from complex feedbacks between all the critical elements involved will not generate sustainable improvement. Unless simultaneous reform programs address the failures of the Mexican criminal and judicial system, particularly the police force, the short term interdiction and law enforcement measures alone will not be enough to solve the cartel problem. The short term improvement in public safety is likely to be negated in the long run by adaptive multidimensional cartels that will find ways of bypassing these law enforcement measures with the help of persistent systemic enablers.

In addition to corrective policies emphasizing the criminal and judicial system, other long term domestic policies, especially in economics and education are necessary. Combining improvements in these areas will help to stand up reputable institutions within Mexico that can sustain legitimate sources of income and reduce incentives for illicit activities. A comprehensive response strategy will also benefit from addressing exogenous factors. US authorities’ focus may benefit from an expansion as issues emanating from the US-side (such as US demand for drugs, laws and regulations on gun sales to “straw buyers” or foreign nationals) are, indeed, within the boundary of problem space. Finally, ongoing efforts to enhance policing the US side of the border to prevent the transfer of cash and guns into Mexico are indispensable elements of a holistic response strategy.
These are long-term strategies that will not come to fruition quickly. They will require long term commitment and a great deal of resources. Nonetheless, given the systemic and long term impact they are likely to generate, such high level interventions often times outweigh the low leverage interventions in a cost-effectiveness evaluation over long time scales.

Recent Developments

The Merida Initiative which was scheduled for completion in September 2010, has recently been extended into what is often referred as “Beyond Merida.” The initiative involves an overall aid of $310 million, which was factored into the Obama Administration’s FY2011 budget proposals. $175 million of this aid amount is matched against justice-related reform efforts.

According to recent sources (Seelke and Finklea 2011), Beyond Merida is designed to promote for pillars:

- Disrupting and dismantling criminal organizations
- Institutionalizing the rule of law
- Building a 21st century border
- Building strong and resilient communities

The novel approach to US support to Mexico’s struggle with Cartels is mainly characterized by the last two pillars. According to Seelke and Finklea (2011), while the 21st century borders focus on developing a new border understanding that can address transnational and modern nature of activities and transactions associated with borders and customs, building resilient communities refer to efforts that invest in providing communities with training and education programs that can improve their resistance to illicit activities. As such, initial rhetoric appears to place stronger emphasis on non-law enforcement measures associated with systemic propensities. There appears also to be a renewed awareness of the need for addressing demands for drugs and rehabilitation and awareness programs for population that is impacted by or vulnerable to drug use.

The specific budget allocation and approval for Beyond Merida is yet to be seen. Similarly, effectiveness of this program and its specific measures will need to be evaluated in terms of their long-term outcomes. Nonetheless, based on the initial information available on this initiative, Beyond Merida may constitute a step in the right direction.

Summary

Taking a systems thinking approach to the issue, this paper assessed the cartel problem in Mexico as a complex system. Using systems thinking tools, it identified comprehensive boundaries, leading actors, inputs, outputs and other significant systemic elements of the problem. It also investigated the dynamic relationships between the different domains of the
problem, uncovering the root causes of thriving cartels in Mexico. In light of these findings, this paper evaluated the potential of the Merida initiative to address the cartel problem. Pointing to its predominantly short term vision, the Merida initiative is assessed to be a low leverage program that falls short of providing a lasting solution to the cartel problem. We argued for a high level strategy that adopts a more holistic view of the problem that appreciates the role of several systemic ills in Mexico and the complex interrelationships between them, enabling and facilitating the cartel activities. Accordingly, we recommend long-term institutional reformation of the Mexican law enforcement and judicial systems as well as reforms in the education and economic systems to be incorporated into the overall counter-cartel response strategy. Unless authorities devise simultaneous high-leverage interventions to address the systemic failures and their relationships in Mexico, cartel problem will be hard to control and mitigate with partial response efforts.
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